AUTOMORPHISMS OF ANALYTIC LOCAL RINGS
by SHREERAM SHANKAR ABHYANKAR ( 1 ) § i. Introduction.
Let K be any valued field. Let X^, Xg, ... be indeterminates. For every nonnegative integer d let \ be the ring of convergent power series in X^, ..., X^ with coefficients in K, and let A^ be the ring of formal power series in X^, . . ., X^ with coefficients in K. By an analytic local ring over K we mean an overr^ng A* of K such that there exists a K-epimorphism A^A* for some d. (Note that K is allowed to be discrete, and in that case: K is simply an arbitrary field; A^=A^$ and an analytic local ring over K is exactly a complete local ring with coefficient field K).
The group G^{A^) of all K-automorphisms of the convergent power series ring A^, for a>o, is quite large. Namely, ^l->C?(Xi), . . .,^(XJ) gives a bijection of G^A^) onto the set of all ordered rf-tuples of elements ofA^ which constitute a basis of the maximal ideal M(A^) in A^.
The group G(A^) of all automorphisms of the formal power series ring A^ is even richer. Namely, any isomorphism of K onto any coefficient field of A^ can be extended, in many ways, to an automorphism of A^. In fact, let H' be the set of all ordered rf-tuples of elements of A^ which constitute a basis of M(A^), let H* be the set of all monomorphisms W : K-^ such that W(K) is a coefficient field of A^, and let H={(Y, W) : YeH' and WeH*}. Then ^(C?(Xi), . . ., ^(X,)), g\ K) gives a bijection of G(A^) onto H.
The genesis of the present investigation (including our forthcoming joint papers [3] and [4] with Moh and van der Put) was Zariski's discovery [10] that, like formal power series rings, saturated rings are also very rich in automorphisms.
Namely, let K' be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, and let B be a one-dimensional complete local domain with coefficient field K' such that B is saturated in the sense of [10] . Then:
I) B has infinitely many K''-automorphisms.
More precisely, given any transversal parameters Z and Z' of B (i.e., Z and Z' are elements in B such that, upon letting D to be the integral closure ofB in its quotient 140 SHREERAMSHANKARABHYANKAR field, we have ordi)Z==ordj)Z'=min{ordDr: reM(B)}) there exists ^eG^(B) such that 5(Z)==Z' [10, Theorem (1.11)] .
And:
II)
Any isomorphism ofK' onto any coefficient field ofB can be extended to an automorphism ofB.
More precisely, given any transversal parameter Z of B and any monomorphism w : K'->B such that w(K') is a coefficient field of B, there exists ^eG(B) such that (Z)==Z and g{k)=w{k) for all AeK' [10, Theorem (i. 16)] . Now II) is all the more striking in view of the following two well-known facts: (') For every algebraically closed field K* we have that 0(10) is infinite and InvG(K*)=the prime subfield of K", where Inv 0(10) denotes {keK^ :g(K)=k for all ^eG(K*)};' (see (2.8) ).
( // ) If the characteristic of K is zero, K is not algebraic over its prime subfield, and R is any analytic local ring over K with R=t=K, then R has infinitely many coefficient fields (see (2.20) ). We want to find out as to how far I) and II) can be generalized to analytic local rings.
The results to be reported are positive in the direction of I), and negative in the direction of II).
First consider II).
In § 5 we shall prove In our forthcoming joint paper [4] with van der Put, the following theorem will be proved:
Theorem 2'. -IfR is any analytic local ring over the complex number field C such that R has a nonunit non^erodivisor, then for any ^eG(R) we have: ^(C) ==C and g(r) =r for every real number r. More generally, if t: R*-»-R is any local homomorphism of analytic local rings over C such that ^(M^R*)) contains a non^erodivisor of R., then: t{C)==C and t{r)==r for every real number r.
Theorems i and i' relate to II) in view of (') and (").
Now we turn to I).
We start off by proving Theorem 2. -Let R be any complete local domain such that dim R>o and R has the same characteristic as R/M(R). Let] be any nonzero ideal in R. Let R' be the integral closure ofR in its quotient field; (it is known that then R' is a complete local domain and R' is a finite R-module). Assume that R' is regular; (note that this assumption is automatically satisfied if dimR=i). Then G(R,J) is infinite (where G(R,J) denotes the <c inertia group " {^eG(R) ^g(r)-r(=J for all reR}). If, moreover, F is a coefficient field of R which can be extended to a coefficient field of R' then Gp(R,J) is infinite (where Gp(R,J) denotes Gp(R) nG(R,J); note that if R'/M(R') is separable over R/M(R) then, by HensePs lemma, every coefficient field of R can be extended to a coefficient field of R').
Proof. -By Cohen's theorem R' has a coefficient field E; in case F is a given coefficient field of R which can be extended to a coefficient field of R' then we take E to be such an extension. Let C be the conductor of R in R', i.e., C=={^eR: cr'eR. for all r'eR'}. Since R' is a finite R-^module, we know that G contains a nonzero element. Now CJ is a nonzero ideal in R and it remains an ideal in R'. Since GJ is an ideal in R', we have that GE(R', CJ) is a subgroup of GE(R') (see (2.1)). Given any geG^R^ GJ), we have ^(r')-r'eCJ for all r'eR'; since CJcR, it follows that ^(r)eR for all reR, i.e., ^(R)cR; since GE(R', CJ) is a subgroup of GE(R'), we have ^eG^R', CJ) and hence also ^(R^R; therefore g{R)=R. Thus ^(R)=R for all ^eGE(R',CJ); since CJcJ, it now suffices to show that G^(R', CJ) is infinite. By assumption R' is regular, and hence we may regard R' to be the ring of formal power series in X^, . . ., X^ with coefficients in E, where 7z==dimR'. For every ^e(GJ) n M(R') 2 we have a unique ^eG^R') such that ^(X,)=X,+J^ for i^i<,n; moreover, ^eG^R', CJ) (see (2.9)). Now (CJ) n M(R') 2 is clearly infinite, and hence GE(R', GJ) is infinite. , In (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) we shall prove, respectively, Theorems 3, 4 and 5 stated below; the actual versions of these theorems which we shall prove there will be more detailed than as stated below.
Theorem 3. -Let R be an analytic local ring over K such that dim R==o and R+K. Let J be any nonzero ideal in R. Then we have the following. 
In (3.4) and (3.6) we shall give intrinsic formulations of the above conditions (*) and (**) respectively.
In our forthcoming joint paper [3] with Moh and van der Put, we shall prove several other results about automorphisms of analytic local rings. There, in addition to the methods of the present paper, we shall use Samuel's [7] technique by which he proved the algebraicity of an algebroid hypersurface with an isolated singularity. The following two theorems are a sample of the results which are proved in [3] : We remark that the splitting groups and inertia groups of the galois theory of local rings [i, § 7] are special cases ofGj^R, QJ and G^(R, Q,) respectively; also, Hilbert's higher ramification groups [8, chapter V, § 10] are special cases of Gg^R, Q,).
We may now restrict our attention to G^(R), G^[R, Q,], G^(R, QJ, because the case ofG(R), G[R, Q^], G(R, Q^) would then follow by taking K to be the prime subring (i.e., the smallest subring) of R.
Let v : R->S' be a ring homomorphism, let S=z/(R), and let L=y(K) (note that if K is the prime subring of R then L is the prime subring of S). 
If moreover Ker v c P then^(

GJS^P^cG^P), and w-\G^v(V)-\)cG^N
amely, everything except the last inclusion is obvious. The last inclusion follows by noting that for any ^G^R, Ker y], assuming KerycP, we have the following:
(2.5) Let J be any ideal in R with KerycJ, and let G be any subset of G^[R, Ker v] For any subset H of G(R) we set:
Namely, for any o4=A:e(Inv H) nT and any geH we have:
(2.8) Let E be an algebraically closed field, let F be a subfield of E, and let F* be the algebraic closure of F in E. Then we have the following: 1) InvG^cF*, and if F* is separable over F then InvGp(E)=F. 2) If F*4=E then Gp(E) is infinite. If F* is separable over F and [F* : F]=oo then Gp(E) is infinite.
[Note that it follows that if F is the prime subfield of E then Inv Gp(E) == F and Gp(E) is infinite.]
To prove i) and 2), take any transcendence basis {^J^p °f E over F*. Let g be any element in Gp^F") (for instance ^=the identity). Given any o+/eF' 16 , there exists a unique hfeGp{F\{x^^)) such that hf{r)==g{r) for all reF* and h^)=fx^ for all &eB. Since E is an algebraic closure of V*{{x^}^^), there exists gfCGp(E) such that g^r)==hf{r) for all reF\{x^}^^). Now F* is infinite, and hence we see that if F^+E (i.e., if B is nonempty) then Gp(E) is infinite; since we may assume that the transcendence basis {^}^B includes any given element in E which is not in F*, it also follows that Inv Gp(E) cF*. We have just seen that given any ^eGp(F ilt ) there existŝ eGp(E) such that gi{r)==g{r) for all reF*; therefore the proof is now completed by noting that by ordinary galois theory we have the following: if F* is separable over F then Inv GF(F' lt )=F; if F* is separable over F and [F*:F]=oo then Gp(F*) is infinite.
For any ideal Qin a ring R, by radjaQ^we shall denote the radical of Qin R.
II) Local rings. -For a (noetherian) local ring R we set: dim R== max n such that there exists a chain PoCP^C... cPy, of distinct prime ideals in R$ M(R)=the maximal ideal in R; endim R =the vector space dimension ofM(R)/M(R) 2 as a vector space over R/M(R). Recall that for any NcM(R) we have:
whence, in particular, emdim R = the number of elements in any irredundant basis of M(R). For any xeR we set: ord^x=msixj such that ^eM^R)^; recall that: ord^x=coo x=o. Recall that: dim R =min d such that there exist d elements in R which generate an ideal which is primary for M(R); whence, in particular, emdim R^>dim R; recall that by definition, R is regular o emdim R == dim R. By a system of parameters of R we mean a sequence (^, . . ., x^) of elements in M(R) such that d=dim R and (^, . . ., ^)R is primary for M(R). Given a homomorphism v of R into another local ring S, we say that u is local if y(M(R)) cM(S). Note that clearly G(R) ==G[R, M(R)^ for all z; whence, in particular, the canonical epimorphism R->R/M(R) induces a homomorphism G(R)->G(R/M(R)).
By a coefficient field of R we mean a subfield K of R such that K gets mapped onto R/M(R) by the canonical epimorphism R->R/M(R).
(2.9) Assume that R has a coefficient field K. Let NcR be such that NR==M(R), let J be an ideal in R, and let ^eG^(R) be such that g{x)-xe] for all A:eN. Then GK(RJ).
Proof. (2.10) Assume that R has a coefficient field K. Then T^-\-rsid^{o}=the integral closure of K in R (where, as usual, K+rad^o} denotes {k-}-x : ^eK, ^erad^{o}}).
Whence in particulars K is integrally closed in RoR has no nonzero nilpotent element.
Proof. -For any ^erad^o} we have ^=o for some positive integer d, and hence ^ is integral over K; since every element in K is certainly integral over K, it follows that every element in K+rad^o} is integral over K. Conversely, let any j^eR be given such thatj/ is integral over K. Since j^eR and K is a coefficient field ofR, we can write y==k-\-x with keK. and A:eM(R). Now k is certainly integral over K and by assumption^ is integral over K; consequently x is integral over K. Therefore there exists a positive integer n and elements A;o, k^ ...,k^ in K with A;o=i such that 
-y(j^)eM(S)\ Thus u(y)-v(y)e D M(S)\ and hence u[y)=v{y).
In the following two Remarks we recall some known facts about the uniqueness of coefficient fields.
Remark (2.12). -Assume that R/M(R) is a perfect field of characteristic ^=t=o, and R is of characteristic p. Then R has at most one coefficient field.
Namely let w : R^R/M(R) be the canonical epimorphism, and let K and K' be any coefficient fields of R. Given any ^eR/M(R), let xeK. and x''eK' be the unique elements such that w [x}==^-==w{x') . For any positive integer n we havê ""eK^'^eK', and w(x p~n )=^~n==w{x fp~n )', consequently, ^-^""eM^R); now
x-x'^^-x'^V, and hence x-x'eM^Ry^ This being so for all 72, we must have x-x'==o, i.e., x=x\ Thus K==K'. On the other hand: Remark (2.13). -Assume that R is henselian (for definition see [2, § i2A]), M(R) =t={o}, R has the same characteristic as R/M(R), R/M(R) is not algebraic over its prime subfield, and R/M(R) possesses a separating transcendence basis over its prime subfield (note that the last assumption is automatically satisfied if R/M(R) is of characteristic zero). Then R has infinitely many coefficient fields\ In fact, let w : R-^R/M(R) be the canonical epimorphism, and take any subfield L of R and any nonempty family By an analytic local ring over K we mean an overring R of K such that there exists a K-epimorplrsm of K[<Xi, . . ., X^>] onto R for some q.
For properties of analytic local rings see [2] . It should be remarked that although in [2] we assumed K to be complete, in all the relevant (algebraic as opposed to the function theoretic) material this assumption was never used; alternatively it suffices to note that, upon letting K* to be the completion of K, we have K[<X,, . . ., X,>]=K*[<X,, . . ., X,>] nK [[X,, . . ., XJ] . In particular then K[<Xi, ...,X^>] is an ^-dimensional regular local ring with coefficient field K. We also remark that in case K is discrete, an analytic local ring over K is exactly a complete local ring with coefficient field K. Now let R be an analytic local ring over K. Clearly then R is a local ring with coefficient field K. For every nonnegative integer m let A^=K[<X^, . . ., X^>], We observe that given any finite number of elements ^, . . ., ^ in M(R) there exists a unique local K-homomorphism v : A^R with y(X,)=^ for i<,i<,n. Namely, the uniqueness follows by (2.11). To see the existence, note that by definition there exists a K-epimorphism s : A^R for some q\ take /,(X^, . . ., X^e.T" Note that given any finite number of elements ^, ...,^ in M(R) and any nonnegative integer e<,n, upon letting v : A^->R and t: A,->R to be the unique ^ SHREERAMSHANKARABHYANKAR local K-homomorphisms with v(X,)=x, for i<i<,n and ^(X,)=^ for i<i<_e, we clearly have t(f)==v{f) for all /eA,.
The following lemma is quite useful. It may be remarked that the Implicit Function Theorem [2, (10.8) ] and the Inversion Theorem [2, (10.10) ] can be deduced directly from (2.15).
Another immediate consequence of (2.14) is that: Moreover, all these epimorphisms can be derived from one of them in the following manner: Actually, we shall prove the following slightly stronger version of (2.17): Proof.-Let ^=^(X^) for i^i^m, and let ^=emdimR. Since u : A^-^-R is an epimorphism, we have (^, . .., ;vJR=M(R) and hence there exists a permutation (a(i), . . ., a(m) ) of (i, . . ., m) such that (^, . . ., ^))R==M(R). Since v : A^-R is an epimorphism, we can take Z^)£M(AJ with v{Z^)=x^ for i^i^e; now the elements A:^), . . ., x^ are K-independent modulo M(R) 2 , and hence the elements Thus Z/&A : A^-^R and v : A^->R are both local K-homomorphisms, (•K[,...,X^A^M{A^, and ^(X^^^X^) for i<^^; consequently by (2.11) we get ubh==v. Using (2.17) we shall now prove 
Then^( GK[A,, Ker .] HGK(A,,J))-GK(R, ^(J)).
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Proof. -Let e==emdim R, and take a basis (;q, . . ., x^) ofM(R). Let t: Ag->R be the unique local K-homomorphism with ^(XJ=^ for ^^i^e; by (2.14) we know that t is surjective. since g' is an automorphism of R, we have (^(^i), . . ., ^'(A;J)R=M(R) and hence the elements ^'(^i), . . ., g'^e) are K-independent modulo M(R) 2 ; since t: Ag-^R is an epimorphism, in view of (3) Since ^(X^)===^ for i^^^, by (3) and (4) we see that for i<z<e: ^'(X,)=^(^)=^(X,)=^(X,), and for e<i<n: ^A'(X,)=o =^6(X,);
for i^i^n. Let (6) g=h-l h'h, and X^A-^X,) for I^^TZ.
Then ^eG^AJ, and (7) (X:,...,X:)A,=M(AJ.
Ky (2), (4) ? ^d (6) we get (X,*)=X;+Z; for i<^<z, and ^(X;)=X; for ^<^7z;
consequently, in view of (i) and (7), by (2.9) we see that ^Gg^A^J). Since tbh===v, by (5) and (6) we get that for i<^i<^n:
Thus vg{'X^)=g f v{'X^) for i<:i<n', now vg : A^R and g'v : A^->R are both local K-homomorphisms, and by (7) we have (X^, .. ., X*JA^==M(AJ; therefore by (2.11)
we get vg=g t v.
From this it follows that geG^[A^ Ker v] and ^'=w(^).
Since, in view of (2.4)5 we havê
we now conclude that
Remark (2.20). -By [2, (20.6)] we know that R is henselian. Whence, in particular, Remark (2.13) is applicable to R.
Definition (2.21). -An analytic local domain S over K is said to be analytically separably generated over K if there exists a system of parameters (j^, . . .,j^) of S such that the quotient field of S is separable over K(d, . . . ,j^ ». Given a prime ideal P in R, R/P can be considered to be an analytic local domain over K by identifying K with its image under the canonical epimorphism R-R/P, and hence the above definition applies to R/P.
Equivalently, upon regarding R/P to be a K-algebra, in view of (2.14) we have that: R/P is analytically separably generated over Kothere exists a local K-monomorphism u : A^->R/P, for some m, such that R/P is integral over u{AJ and the quotient field of R/P is separable over the quotient field of ^(AJ (note that we must then have m= dim R/P).
It is known that if K is perfect then every analytic local domain over K is analytically separably generated over K. For the case when K is an infinite perfect field see for instance [2, (24.5) ]. In [3] we shall give an elementary proof of this which applies also when K is finite.
It may be noted that in case of characteristic zero, by definition every field is considered to be perfect and every algebraic extension is considered to be separable.
For some other criteria of analytic separable generation reference may be made to [5] and [6, Exercises i to 4 on page 202]. § 3. Symbolic powers.
Recall that for a primary ideal Q,in a noetherian ring R: exponentRQ^=min n for which (rad^Q^) n C Q,; and lengthRQ= max n for which there exists a chain of distinct ideals Q^cQ^C. . . cQ^ in R such that Q^, ...,CL are primary for radaQ, and Q .=0. Also recall that for a prime ideal P in a noetherian domain R, the n-^ symbolic power of P is denoted by P^, i.e., P^^ M^Rp^n R; also note that if Q,is an ideal in R which is primary for P, then upon letting e = exponent^ we have that: Qis a symbolic power of PoQ^P^. As usual, by (}) we denote binomial coefficients.
152 SHREERAMSHANKARABHYANKAR (3.1) Let A and R be noetherian rings, let u : A-^R 6^ an epimorphism, and let Q^be a primary idealin^. Then exponentRQ== exponent^" ^QJ, and lengthRQ^length^'^Qj.
Proof. -The assertion about length is obvious. The assertion about exponent follows by checking that if Q^ and Q* are any ideals in R and n is any positive integer then: 0:^0:0 [u-\Qi}Ycu-\^) .
(3.2) Let P and Q^ be ideals in a regular local ring A such that P is prime and Q^cP^. Then Q^cM(A) 2 and emdim A/Q^= dim A. 
Also, by the permutability of residue class ring and quotient ring formations we know that (A/xA)p/^ is isomorphic to Ap/^Ap; whence we get that emdim Ap/xAp = emdim Ap -i. Proof. -Since Q, is primary for P, we have dim A/Q==dim A/P$ also emdim Ap = dim Ap == dim A -dim A/P; consequently,
Also, by the permutability of residue class ring and quotient ring formations we know that Ap/QAp is isomorphic to (A/QJp/Q, and hence emdim Ap/QAp == emdim (A/QJp/Q. Our assertion follows from this in view of (3.2).
Proposition ( (***) emdim R == emdim R /Q,= emdim (R/QJp/Q+ dim R/Q,.
Proof. -Follows from (3.3) by noting that if A->R is any epimorphism such that A is a regular local ring, then dim A^ emdim R> emdim R/Q. Proof. -Since Q^ is primary for P, we have dim A/Q^=dim A/P; also dim Ap == dim A -dim A/P; consequently: if dim A == emdim A/Q^ then emdim A/Q-dim A/Q^= dim Ap.
Therefore, in view of (3. i) and (3. 2), we see that our assertion would follow from the following:
0 is a symbolic power of P o length *0= Now (i) follows from (2), (3) and (4) .
Proposition ( 2) Now assume that there exists an epimorphism B-^R such that B is a regular local ring with dim B==emdim R (note that by (2.16) we know that this assumption is satisfied if R is an analytic local ring over a valued field K). Then the following three conditions are equivalent'. (5) G(A,,B)cGo.
If d=i and card(K)=2 then for any basis (X^) of M(A^) we would have X^-X^eM^A^^P^. Therefore, in view of (2.9) we get the following: (6) If d==i and card(K)=2 then GK(AJ=GK(A,, P^).
Since B^Q, we can take YeB with Y^Q. Since YeB and BcPcM(A^), we have YeM(A^).
For a moment suppose that P=(=M(AJ. Then X^P for some j. For every positive integer t we have M(A^)=(Xi+XjY, Xg, . . ., X^)A^ and hence by (2.15) we get A,eGK(A^ with h, (X^) == X^ + Xj Y and A,(X,)=X, for ^<_i<_d\ now XjYeB and hence by (2.9) we see that ^eG^A,, B). For any integers o<t<s we havê (X^-^X^XJY^-XJ-O; since X^P, Y^Q, and Q is primary for P, we get that XJY^Qj also i-XJ^ is a unit in A^, and hence ^(Xi)-^(Xi)(^Q. In view of (5), this completes the proof of 4). Now, reverting back to the general case (i.e., without assuming P=1=M(AJ), in view of (5) and (6) we see that i), 2) and 3) would follow from i'), 2') and 3') respectively: We now proceed to prove i'), 2') and 3'). Since YeM(A^), there exist unique elements k^ ..., ^ in K such that for 2<_i<d\ since ^YeB, by (2.9) we see that g^G^{^ B). Thus we have found (9) ^GK(A,, B) for all keK,.
For any k^k' in K^ we have ^(X^-^X^^-^Y; now Y^Q, and A;-A;' is a unit in A^; consequently ^(X^)-^(Xi)^Q^. Thus (10) for all k^k' in K^ we have ^(Xi)-^(X^Q,.
By (8) we have card (K())> card (K)-i, and hence i') follows from (9) and (10). Now YeZA^; consequently by (7) and (8) we see that if ZeM(A^) and either ZeM(A^) 2 or Z^X^A^+M(A^) 2 then KQ=K; therefore 2') also follows from (9) and (10) . Now only 3') remains to be proved. By (9) and (10) we see that if card(Ko)>i then G^(\, B) ^G^(\, QJ; since always card(K)^2, by (8) we see that card(Ko)^i; therefore we get the following:
If card(Ko) + i then G^A,, B) <)= GK(A, Q).
By (8) we get (12) and ( If flT>2 and k^==o then M(AJ=(Xi, X^+Y, X3, .. ., X^)A^ and hence by (2.15) we get ^GK(A,) such that ^'(X,)=X,, ^'(X,)=X,+Y, and^'(X,)=X for S^i^d; since YeB, by (2.9) we have ^'eG^A^B); since Y^Q^, we also have g'^G^A^y Q^). Thus we have proved the following: If d==i and k^o then clearly YA^=XiA^== M(A^)=P; since YeB and BPcQcP^, we then must have Q^P^. Thus we have proved the following: (15) If d=i and k^o then Q^P^. Now 3') follows from (n), (12) 
